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Aires, Buenos Aires, ArgentinaABSTRACT D98D is a functional all-b sheet variant of intestinal fatty acid binding protein (IFABP) that was generated by
controlled proteolysis. This framework is useful to study the molecular determinants related to aggregation of b-barrel proteins.
Albeit displaying increased conformational plasticity, D98D exhibits a nativelike b-barrel topology and is able to support a coop-
erative folding behavior. Here we present a comparative study of IFABP and D98D regarding their conformational perturbation
and aggregation propensity triggered by trifluoroethanol. Both proteins share a common nucleation-elongation mechanism,
whereby the rate-limiting step is the formation of stable dimeric nuclei followed by the association of monomers to the growing
aggregates. Despite leading to a less stable structure, the extensive truncation of IFABP yields a form exhibiting a somewhat
lower tendency to aggregate. This finding appears at odds with the established notion that a perturbation of the native compact
fold should necessarily favor the population of aggregation-prone species. In addition to the aggregation propensity dictated by
a given amino-acid sequence, our contention holds that long-range interactions might also play a major role in determining the
overall aggregation propensity.INTRODUCTIONDespite the low-sequence identity displayed by the
members of the fatty acid binding protein (FABP) family,
FABPs share a similar b-barrel fold that resembles a clam-
shell. In particular, intestinal fatty acid binding protein
(IFABP) is a 131-amino-acid monomeric b-barrel protein
consisting of two five-stranded b-sheets (bA-bE and
bF-bJ). These sheets are arranged in a nearly orthogonal
orientation enclosing the ligand-binding cavity. All
b-strands are connected by b-turns with the exception of
strands bA and bB, where an intervening helix-turn-helix
motif appears (Fig. 1). This structure differs frommost glob-
ular proteins because its interior is occupied by a large
solvent-filled cavity, whereas the hydrophobic core is small
and displaced from the protein center. By using proteolysis
with the enzyme Arg-C, a natural tool sensitive to local
flexibility, we recently generated two all-b-sheet abridged
variants of IFABP: D98D (1,2) and D78D (3). (Specifically,
D98D is a truncated variant of IFABP corresponding to the
fragment 29–126 of the parent protein.)
Even though D98D lacks one-quarter of the sequence of
the parent protein (98 amino acids, encompassing residues
29–126 of IFABP), it is able to fold into a monomeric
structure retaining functional activity. By comparison with
the full-length protein, D98D is devoid of bA, most of theSubmitted January 12, 2012, and accepted for publication September 5,
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0006-3495/12/11/1929/11 $2.00helical motif, and the last five amino acids belonging to the
C-terminal b-strand (Fig. 1). Most significantly, this trunca-
tion leads to the loss of both stretches implicated in the
closure of the b-barrel. In IFABP, this region comprises a
hydrogen-bonding network involving residues of the distal
part of strands bA and bJ, which belong to different b-sheets.
The temperature or GdnHCl-induced equilibrium unfolding
of D98D displays a cooperative transition, albeit less pro-
nounced than that observed for IFABP. In addition, lower
transition midpoints indicate that the abridged variant is
less stable than the parent protein. Nevertheless, the bulk of
evidence suggests that D98D preserves a small cooperative
nucleus able to support a nativelike b-barrel scaffold (2).
There are few b-class proteins useful as model systems
for protein engineering, mainly due to their high tendency
to aggregate. For instance, the design of monomeric all-b
domains such as betabellin (4) and betadoublet (5) yielded
species similar to molten globule intermediates. In this re-
gard, the generation of truncated variants of IFABP that
retain key structural and functional attributes allows the
exploration of those determinants underlying conforma-
tional change and aggregation. It is noteworthy that even
thoughD98Dmight display free edges, it shows no tendency
to aggregate spontaneously (2). Because the presence of
b-sheet elements is central to amyloid structure, naturally
occurring b-sheet proteins usually avoid potentially
dangerous edge-to-edge interactions (6). In this context,
D98D becomes a useful model to explore the critical
elements leading to b-aggregates.
The effect of alcohols on native proteins and unfolded
peptides has been studied extensively. In particular, 2,2,2-
trifluoroethanol (TFE) has often been chosen for such
studies because of its ability to induce helical structures inhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.09.002
FIGURE 1 Ribbon structure of IFABP (PDB:2IFB). (Shaded) D98D
construct, and (solid) excised N- and C-termini stretches (1–28 and
126–131, respectively).
1930 Curto et al.peptides and to denature the native structure of proteins (7).
The most important factor for the observed effect has been
attributed to the decrease in the hydrophobic interactions. In
aqueous solutions of water-miscible fluorinated alcohols at
intermediate concentrations, i.e., at ~30% v/v, alcohol mole-
cules associate so as to minimize their contact with water.
This results in the formation of micellelike clusters with
the hydrophobic groups located inside, although no macro-
scopic phase separation takes place. Such clusters of alcohol
molecules provide a highly hydrophobic local environment
where polarity decreases.
This low polarity weakens the hydrophobic interactions
that stabilize the compact native structure of proteins, but
simultaneously strengthens electrostatic interactions such
as hydrogen bonds, thus stabilizing secondary structures,
particularly the a-helix. Upon binding to these hydrophobic
clusters, proteins and peptides undergo a conformational
transition, as they do upon binding to SDS micelles. At
higher concentration of alcohols, the micellelike clusters
disappear, resulting in a homogeneous solution (7). Due to
its ability to promote conformational transitions leading to
nonnative states, TFE was widely used to trigger protein
aggregation or amyloid formation (8–12). Intermediate
levels of the cosolvent TFE promote the conversion of
proteins into nativelike aggregation-prone species. The
occurrence of this early perturbation step means that global
unfolding may not necessarily represent a prerequisite for
the initiation of aggregation (8).
Here we present a comparative study of the conformation
andaggregation propensity of IFABPandD98D—anabridged
all-b sheet variant of this protein—occurring upon the struc-
tural perturbation exerted by TFE. Having in mind that
1. D98D shares an amino-acid sequence identical to a major
central part of IFABP,
2. it might expose free edges, and
3. it adopts a less stable nativelike structure,
it is tempting to predict an accelerated rate of aggregation
for this variant. Contrary to expectation, D98D displaysBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1929–1939a similar (or even lower) tendency to aggregate. These
frameworks illustrate the complexity and risks in attempting
to understand protein aggregation exclusively on the basis of
characteristic sequence motifs. This study reveals that this
phenomenon would not solely be dictated by the presence
or absence of contiguous amino-acid stretches, but the inter-
pretation should necessarily include the role played by long-
distance interactions.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Rat IFABP cDNA, coded in the plasmid pET-11a, was expressed in
Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3) and the protein was purified as
described previously (13). Recombinant D98D cDNA coded in the plasmid
pET-22b(þ) was expressed in E. coli strain BL26 and the protein was puri-
fied as described previously (2). The chemicals 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol
(TFE), Thioflavin-T (Th-T), Congo Red (CR), and buffers were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All solutions were made in 5 mM
sodium phosphate buffer, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0.
Peptide 1–28, AFDGTWKVDRNENYEKFMEKMGINVVKR, was syn-
thesized and partially purified up to the desalting step by GenScript
(Piscataway, NJ). The purification was completed by HPLC using a reverse
phase C4 semipreparative column (Cat. No. 214TP510; Grace Vydac, Hes-
peria, CA) equilibrated in 0.05% v/v aqueous trifluoroacetic acid. The
peptide was eluted with a linear gradient from 0 to 80% v/v aqueous
acetonitrile, 0.05% v/v trifluoroacetic acid. The fraction eluting at ~45%
v/v acetonitrile, containing pure peptide, was lyophilized. The covalent
structure of this peptide was verified by matrix-assisted, laser-desorption-
ionization-time-of-flight mass spectrometry at the local protein facility
(LANAIS-PRO, the University of Buenos Aires-Consejo Nacional de In-
vestigaciones Cientı´ficas y Te´cnicas (CONICET)).
Protein and peptide concentration was estimated by ultraviolet (UV)
absorption: ε280nm ¼ 15,910, 9154, and 6756 M1 cm1 for IFABP,
D98D, and peptide 1–28, respectively.
For end-point protein aggregation measurements, samples were incu-
bated at a given TFE concentration for at least 2 h, a time sufficient to attain
a stable turbidity reading. To avoid fragmentation of the fibrils, no stirring
was applied (14). Unless otherwise stated, the final concentration of protein
and TFE is 0.24 mg mL1 and 25% v/v, respectively.Dye binding assays
Th-T and CR binding assays were performed according to Nilsson (15).
Briefly, for the Th-T assay, 20 mL of protein samples (0.24 mg mL1) incu-
bated for 2 h at the concentrations ofTFE shownwere diluted in 2mLofTh-T
solution. The fluorescence intensity of this solution (position of the
maximumwavelength of fluorescence emission, lmax, 482 nm) is subtracted
from that of a protein sample at 0% v/v TFE (that in turn results equal to
a sample without protein). For the CR assay, the wet protein pellets obtained
after centrifugation of samples incubated for 2 h at the concentrations of TFE
shown (5mL)were diluted in 1mLofCR solution. The absorbance at 540 nm
of each solution is subtracted from that of a sample without protein.
For polarized light microscopy, TFE-aggregated proteins dried onto
coverslips were stained with CR and observed under polarized light, also
following the procedures described by Nilsson (15).Circular dichroism
Spectra were recorded on a model No. J-810 spectropolarimeter
(JASCO, Easton, MD). Data in the near-UV (250–320 nm) or in the
Dissociating Stability from Aggregation 1931far-UV (200–250 nm) regions were collected at 25C using a 10- or a
1-mm-pathlength cuvette, respectively. A scan speed of 20 nm min1
with a time constant of 1 s was used for both proteins. Each spectrum
was measured at least three times and the data was averaged to minimize
noise. Molar ellipticity was calculated as described elsewhere (16), using
a mean-residue-weight value of 114.4 and 112.0 for IFABP and D98D,
respectively.Fluorescence measurements
Fluorescence measurements were performed at 25C in a model No.
FP-6500 spectrofluorimeter (JASCO) equipped with a thermostated cell.
A 3-mm path cuvette sealed with a Teflon cap was used. The intrinsic emis-
sion spectra were obtained in the absence or presence of appropriate
concentrations of TFE. In this case, excitation wavelength was 295 nm
and emission was collected in the range 310–410 nm. The excitation and
emission monochromator slit widths were both set at 5 nm. For each spec-
trum, the total integrated intensity and the maximum wavelength of fluores-
cence emission (lmax) were the parameters used for further analysis.Transmission electron microscopy
Samples containing 0.24 mgmL1 of IFABP orD98D in 25% v/v TFE were
incubated overnight. The following day, pellets were resuspended in 20 mM
Tris-HCl buffer at pH 8.0. A 5-mL sample was placed on carbon-coated
copper grids, and allowed to stand for 2 min. The grids were then washed
with distilled water and stained with 2%w/v uranyl acetate for an additional
2-min period. Images were taken with a model No. EM 301 transmission
electron microscope (Philips Electron Optics, Eindhoven, The Netherlands)
located at the Center for Advanced Microscopies (School of Sciences,
University of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina).FIGURE 2 TFE-induced aggregation of proteins. Turbidity at 350 nm of
IFABP (-) and D98D (C) solutions (0.24 mg mL1) was measured at
increasing concentrations of TFE. After incubation for 2 h, i.e., until a stable
reading is reached, each sample was transferred to the cuvette, yielding
a homogeneous suspension.Aggregation kinetics
The extent of aggregation was followed by the evolution of turbidity at
350 nm (A350nm) on a model No. J-550 spectrophotometer (JASCO).
Samples containing IFABP (0.05–0.87 mg mL1, 3.6–58.3 mM) or D98D
(0.04–0.54 mg mL1, 3.3–48.7 mM) in 25% v/v TFE were measured at
25C. A fixed amount of neat TFE (213 mL) was added to the protein solu-
tion (637 mL) and the content was mixed immediately by inverting the
cuvette three times before beginning the collection of turbidity readings.
The whole procedure does not represent a delay >10 s, an acceptable
dead-time for kinetic measurements in a timescale of minutes. Here again,
no stirring was ever applied to samples, due to its known effect on fibril
fragmentation (14).
All kinetic data describing the aggregation process share a similar
sigmoid shape (see Fig. 3 and Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). As
such, they were found to comply with the phenomenological scaling (17),
meaning that a single function f is able to describe all time courses. In
mathematical terms, this can be stated as follows: A/Alim ¼ f [t/tchar],
where Alim is the limiting value of the turbidity as time tends to infinity
while tchar is a characteristic time for the process. The implication of satis-
fying this scaling property is that all kinetics share the same assembly
pathway.
Independently, an empirical model (18) was fitted to the measured
turbidity as a function of time. Here, the aggregation process is considered
an irreversible reaction starting with the association of n molecules of non-
aggregated protein P,
nP!kn Pagg;
where Pagg is the aggregated form and kn is the n
th order rate constant. The
rate of aggregation may be written as the time-dependent decay of the non-
aggregated protein concentration (vagg ¼ d[P]/dt). Because the turbidityof the protein solution is assumed to be proportional to the amount of aggre-




¼ kðAlim  AÞn; (1)
where A is the turbidity at time t; Alim is the limiting value of the turbidity as
time tends to infinity; and k ¼ nkn½Pn10 =An1lim , in which [P]0 is the initial
(total) protein concentration. When n ¼ 1 (first-order process of aggrega-
tion with respect to protein), Eq. 1 becomes
dA
dt
¼ k1ðAlim  AÞ; (2)
where k1 is the first-order rate constant. Integration of Eq. 2 gives the




where t0 is a lag time during which A x 0. The model was fitted to the
data by nonlinear regression analysis using the Microsoft Excel solver
tool (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). The agreement between the experimental
data and the calculated values was estimated by the R2 correlation
coefficient (18).RESULTS
TFE-induced aggregation of proteins
Turbidity at 350 nm of IFABP and D98D incubated at
various TFE concentrations was measured (Fig. 2). In the
absence of TFE, there is no evidence of aggregation, not
even after incubation of each protein at 50C for 6 h (data
not shown). At intermediate TFE concentrations (20–55%
v/v), both proteins exhibit a similar increment in the
turbidity, indicating the occurrence of an aggregation
process. More precisely, in both cases a maximum value
was found at ~25% v/v TFE. In view of these facts, the
time-course measurement of the turbidity was recorded at
various protein concentrations (Fig. 3, A and B). An evident
common feature is the sigmoidicity of the kinetics,Biophysical Journal 103(9) 1929–1939
1932 Curto et al.characterized by the occurrence of a concentration-depen-
dent lag period before the onset of aggregation (see also
Fig. S1 and the ensuing analysis described below).
To test the notion that the missing regions in D98D with
respect to IFABP might include key determinants relevant
for aggregation, the major excised stretch (peptide 1–28)
was synthesized and tested alongside D98D in its ability
to influence this process (Fig. 3 C). In isolation, peptide
1–28 shows no tendency whatsoever to form TFE-induced
aggregates. Consistently, incubation of this peptide in buffer
for 6 h at 50C does not bring about aggregation either (data
not shown). In addition, an equimolar mixture of the latter
with D98D, preincubated for 1 h at room temperature before
the addition of TFE, exhibits the same aggregation behavior
as pure D98D.
The aggregation kinetics was analyzed by plotting the
scaled turbidity (A/Alim, where Alim is the asymptotic value
of turbidity measured at a given protein concentration)
against the scaled time (t/t1/2, where t1/2 is the characteristic
time needed for the turbidity to reach half the value of Alim).
Interestingly, at all protein concentrations the scaled curves
measured for IFABP and D98D fall into a single curve
(Fig. 3D, but compare to Fig. 3 in Flyvbjerg et al. (17)), sug-
gesting a common underlying aggregation mechanism.
Likewise, the kinetics corresponding to the mixture D98D/
peptide 1–28 overlaps with the former, indicating the lack
of any influence of the peptide on the aggregation process
of the abridged form.
When assayed at 45% v/v TFE, both proteins increase the
time needed to reach the turbidity plateau. In this experi-
mental condition, D98D also displays a higher t1/2 than
the full-length protein, indicating a lower rate of aggrega-
tion for the truncated variant (data not shown). Furthermore,Biophysical Journal 103(9) 1929–1939the scaled curves at 45% v/v TFE show less sigmoidicity
than those measured at 25% v/v TFE (see Fig. S2).
To further investigate the aggregation mechanism at 25%
v/v TFE, the Wang and Kurganov model (18) was fitted to
the data. The aggregation curves from A/Alim ~ 0.1 to higher
values are satisfactorily described by a pseudo-first-order
kinetics (Eq. 2, R2 > 0.997). This is inferred from the linear
dependence of the rate constant k1 with protein concentra-
tion (Fig. 4 A). Additionally, this procedure allows the
determination of parameters Alim (Fig. 4 B) and t0 (lag
time, Fig. 4 C). The latter displays an inverse hyperbolic
dependence with total protein concentration. For both
proteins, Alim values are similar and proportional to total
protein concentration, suggesting that the turbidity value
faithfully reflects the extent of protein aggregation.
Assuming that at t R t0, aggregation follows a first-order
kinetics, the rate of this process may be calculated as the
slope of a tangent to the curve at t x t0 (mathematically
equivalent to the product Alim k1).
Because both Alim and k1 were found to depend linearly
on protein concentration, this product will be proportional
to the square of protein concentration (Fig. 4 D), a fact
indicative of a second-order kinetics. From the slope of
these curves, D98D shows a twofold decrease in the rate
of aggregation, as compared to IFABP. Under the assump-
tion that the concentration of nuclei remains constant during
the elongation phase, the second-order association reaction
can be satisfactorily described by an apparent first-order
kinetics. This is consistent with the sequential protein
monomer addition to preformed nuclei. In summary, the
common features of the TFE-induced aggregation kinetics
of IFABP and D98D are:1. the existence of a lag period,
2. the inverse dependence of this lag period with proteinFIGURE 3 Kinetics of aggregation of proteins.
Effect of concentration on the kinetics of aggre-
gation at 25% v/v TFE, as followed by measur-
ing turbidity at 350 nm of IFABP (A) at 3.6
(solid line), 9.3 (small dotted line), 16 (dash-dot-
dot-dash line), 29.2 (short-dashed line), 58.3 mM
(long-dashed line); D98D (B) at 3.3 (solid
line), 9.3 (small dotted line), 16 (dash-dot-dot-
dash line), 21.6 (dash-dot-dash line), 29.4
(short dashed line), 40.6 (large dotted line),
45.1 mM (solid thick line); and peptide 1–28 (C)
at 29 mM (solid line), 58 mM (short-dashed line),
and in the presence of D98D at 29 mM (small
dotted line); pure D98D at this same concentration
(large dotted line) is shown alongside for com-
parison. (D) Replot of the data shown in panel
A (continuous lines), panel B (dashed lines),
and panel C (dotted lines) after scaling turbidity
(A/Alim) and time (t/t1/2).
FIGURE 4 Protein concentration dependence of
kinetic parameters. For IFABP (-) and D98D
(C), the dependence on total protein concentration
of the rate constant k1 (A), Alim (B), and the lag time
t0 (C) are shown. (D) Rate of aggregation at t ¼ t0
(equal to the product Alim k1) as a function of the
concentration of protein squared.
Dissociating Stability from Aggregation 1933concentration, and 3. the second-order of this process with
respect to protein concentration.
Independently, one can follow the phenomenological
formalism put forward by Flyvbjerg et al. (17) to analyze
kinetic data. For the earliest times, i.e., for t x 0, the
relationship holds that
Aftkþ2; (4)
where k is the number of intermediate assembly steps
of nucleus P*n (see Scheme 1, and compare to Eq. 14 in





In this fashion, the initial slope of a double-log plot of
A/Alim versus t yields an integer value of ~2 (Fig. 5 A; but
compare to Figs. 2 and 6 in Flyvbjerg et al. (17)), meaning
that for both proteins a stable nucleus is created in one step,
i.e., k ¼ 0. Furthermore, the following simple inverse rela-




where s ~ 1, as shown in a double-log plot of these variables
(but compare to Eq. 3 in Flyvbjerg et al. (17), and see our
Fig. 5 B, but compare to Fig. 4 in Flyvbjerg et al. (17)).
Like the scaling property, this indicates that a single
mechanism accounts for the observed assembly reaction.
Furthermore, because the size n of the nucleus is
n ¼ sðk þ 2Þ; (6)this imposes a restriction on the kinetic model by which
the active nucleus is indeed a dimeric species, i.e., n ~ 2
(but compare to Eq. 15 in Flyvbjerg et al. (17)).
In agreement with this view, the irreversible process of
protein aggregation can be divided into two steps, where
the first is the rate-limiting dimerization giving rise to the
nucleus, followed by the sequential association of mono-
mers to the growing fibril (see Scheme 1).TFE-induced aggregates display amyloidlike
features
The possibility that the aggregates formed displayed amy-
loidlike properties was examined through their ability to
bind amyloid-sensitive dyes and by the inspection of their
structural characteristics by microscopy.
Both Th-Tand CR interact with the crossed-b-sheet struc-
ture common to a variety of amyloid structures (15). It is
well known that upon Th-T binding there is an increase in
fluorescence emission (19). For IFABP and D98D, no appre-
ciable changes were detected in the fluorescence of Th-T up
to 15% v/v TFE. By contrast, a sharp increase in the inten-
sity at 482 nm was observed at ~25% v/v TFE (Fig. 6 A).
Beyond this point, the fluorescence emission intensity
decreases in a very similar fashion to the course followed
by the turbidity (Fig. 2).
CR binding to proteins can be detected both by an
increase in the absorbance and by a red shift of the
maximum. These changes can be best quantified by
measuring the difference spectrum between those of the
free and protein-bound dye. Here again, regardless of small
quantitative differences, CR binding to each protein assayedBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1929–1939
FIGURE 5 Phenomenological parameters of the protein aggregation
process. The initial slope (at t x 0) of a double-log plot of A/Alim versus
time for IFABP (-) and D98D (C) is plotted in panel A. Extrapolation
to the first data points of each time series gives an integer value of ~2 for
both proteins. (B) Double-log plot of the characteristic time t1/2 versus
Alim. The slopes of the fitted curves are 0.95 5 0.26 and 0.855 0.17 for
IFABP (-) and D98D (C), respectively.
FIGURE 6 Binding of amyloid dyes to the proteins. The fluorescence
emission of Th-T (A) and the absorbance of CR (B) were measured upon
binding of the dyes to IFABP (-) or D98D (C).
1934 Curto et al.displays a maximum centered at 25% v/v TFE (Fig. 6 B). At
the highest concentrations of TFE assayed (60–70% v/v),
the absorbance of each sample was considerably higher
than that measured for subaggregating conditions (e.g., up
to 15% v/v). Consistently, at these low TFE concentrations,
no significant red shift occurs (data not shown).
Furthermore, aggregates of both IFABP and D98D
formed in 25% v/v TFE stained with CR exhibit
yellowish-green birefringence when examined under polar-
ized light, a characteristic feature of amyloid fibrils (Fig. 7).
The micrographs obtained by transmission electron micros-
copy of these samples are shown in Fig. 8. Although mature
fibril morphology is not clearly apparent, annular and
several rodlike structures exhibiting different lengths and
curvatures are present, features also indicative of fibrillar
material.FIGURE 7 Light microscopy images of protein aggregates. Aggregates
of IFABP or D98D stained with CR are shown at 50 magnification under
normal or polarized light.Effect of TFE on protein conformation
TFE-induced changes in secondary structure of both
proteins were monitored by far- and near-UV circular
dichroism spectroscopy. The spectrum of IFABP in buffer
shows a positive band centered at ~200 nm and a negativeBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1929–1939band with a minimum at ~216 nm, the latter being a distinc-
tive feature of b-sheet structure, a character that is kept up to
45% v/v TFE (Fig. 9 A). Nevertheless, one should point out
FIGURE 8 Transmission electron microscopy of protein aggregates.
Micrographs of IFABP (A) and D98D (B) after incubation at room temper-
ature for one day in the presence of 25% v/v TFE are shown. The scale bar
represents 200 nm.
Dissociating Stability from Aggregation 1935the following differences: whereas the spectra at 0 and 15%
v/v TFE are almost identical, those taken at 25 and 45% v/v
TFE display a ~4-nm red shift of the position of the
minimum. The magnitude and the position of the new
minimum is typical of largely extended b-sheet conforma-
tion, a structure prevalent in amyloid fibrillar aggregates
(12,20). Conversely, at 65% v/v TFE the spectrum of IFABP
shows a dramatic change in its shape toward one with two
negative bands at ~208 nm and ~222 nm, typical of a-helical
proteins. The secondary structure content derived from the
latter spectrum was calculated with the DICHROWEB
server (21,22), using the algorithm Kd2 (23). The compar-
ison against the reference content for native IFABP read
from the PDB file (PDB:2IFB) revealed a 4.4-fold decrease
in b-structure (from 71 to 16% v/v), a twofold increase in
a-helix (from 14 to 27% v/v), and an increment in irregular
structure (from 15 to 57% v/v).
The far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of native
D98D displaying a minimum at ~216 nm is also typical of
b-sheet conformation and, due to the absence of the helicalsubdomain, the positive band centered at ~200 nm disap-
pears (Fig. 9 B, see also Curto et al. (1)). Interestingly, the
presence of a subaggregating concentration of TFE (15%
v/v) modifies both the shape and the intensity of the spec-
trum, yielding one that is remarkably similar to that of
native IFABP (Fig. 9 A). At 25 and 45% v/v TFE, the shape
of the spectra remains b-like, accompanied by a red shift
to 220 nm of the main negative band. For the 45% v/v
TFE spectrum, an enhancement in the intensity of this
dichroic signal is observed. In a manner similar to IFABP,
at 65% v/v TFE the far-UV CD spectrum of D98D displays
two negative bands at ~208 nm and ~222 nm. Again, the
secondary structure content at this last condition was calcu-
lated with the algorithm Kd2, rendering 12% b-strand, 31%
a-helix, and 57% disordered structure. Overall, the magni-
tude of the spectral changes observed points to a higher
conformational flexibility of D98D as compared to the
parent protein.
IFABP shows a characteristic near-UV CD spectrum rich
in fine structure, whereas D98D displays bands of lesser
magnitude (1). Fig. 9, C and D, shows that—for both
proteins—only slight spectral changes take place by the
addition of up to 15% v/v TFE. At 25% v/v TFE and higher
cosolvent concentrations, the proteins reveal large devia-
tions from their native spectra (see insets to Fig. 9).
IFABP contains two Trp residues: Trp-82, which is buried
within the hydrophobic core at the bottom of the ligand
binding pocket, and Trp-6 belonging to the N-terminal
b-strand (Fig. 1). Both residues are almost completely
occluded from the aqueous solvent (24). We presented
evidence that in D98D the only remaining Trp (Trp-82) is
placed in a similar milieu to that in IFABP (2). In the full-
length protein, this residue is known to contribute ~75%
of the fluorescence emission and there is almost no cross-
talk between both Trp residues (25). For these reasons,
Trp-82 becomes a useful spectroscopic probe for the hydro-
phobic core. Taking into account that proteins might retain
their native structure in the presence of moderate concentra-
tions of alcohol, TFE was used to probe solvent accessibility
of Trp residues due to its ability to quench indole fluores-
cence by excited-state proton transfer (26). In this sense,
changes in Trp fluorescence induced by TFE should be in-
terpreted cautiously, as both the denaturing and quenching
effects of TFE can take place concomitantly. In this regard,
it was found that in going from an aqueous buffer to 100%
v/v TFE, n-acetyl-L-tryptophanamide (NATA) exhibits a 3-
nm blue shift of its emission peak (from 353 to 350 nm), and
a more than fourfold decrease in quantum yield (27).
Similarly, an approximately fivefold decrease of the
quantum yield of NATA in 30% v/v TFE as compared to
water was measured (28). Fig. 10 shows the evolution of
the fluorescence intensity and the position of the maximum
wavelength (lmax) as a function of TFE concentration. From
0 to 20% v/v TFE, lmax remains almost invariant (332 nm)
for IFABP, despite a significant decrease in the intensity.Biophysical Journal 103(9) 1929–1939
FIGURE 9 Circular dichroism spectroscopy of
proteins. CD spectra of IFABP (A and C) or
D98D (B and D) at increasing TFE concentrations:
0 (solid thick line), 15 (solid thin line), 25 (dashed
line), 45 (dash-dot-dot-dash line), and 65 (dotted
line) % v/v. (Upper and lower panels) Far- and
near-UV CD spectra are shown, respectively.
(Insets) For the sake of comparison, near-UV CD
spectra corresponding to 25, 45, and 65% v/v
TFE are shown.
1936 Curto et al.By contrast, a dramatic red shift (9 nm) occurs between 20
and 25% v/v TFE and, from that point up to the highest
concentration assayed (70% v/v), an additional 5-nm red
shift is observed. The integrated intensity remains rather
constant from 20 up to 45% v/v TFE only to gradually
decrease by approximately fivefold at 70% v/v with respect
to the initial value. An overall similar trend is observed in
the intensity and shift of lmax measured for D98D.
Nonetheless, in this case one should note the following:
1. a 1.5-fold enhancement in fluorescence intensity occurs
upon addition of as little as 5% v/v TFE, before starting
the overall descending trend, and
2. most significantly, an abrupt increase in lmax, albeit of
a smaller magnitude (4 nm) by comparison with IFABP,
takes place in the same TFE range (20–25% v/v) as the
wild-type protein.
Because the excitation wavelength (295 nm) falls close to
the edge of the absorption of Trp, we checked the invarianceFIGURE 10 Fluorescence spectroscopy of proteins. Integrated intensity
(solid symbols) and position of the maximum wavelength of emission
(lmax, open symbols) at the indicated concentrations of TFE are shown
for IFABP (-,,) or D98D (C,B).
Biophysical Journal 103(9) 1929–1939of the intensity-normalized excitation spectra for each
protein at TFE concentrations in the range 0–60% v/v (see
Fig. S3). Altogether, in agreement with results from CD
measurements, the evidence derived from the fluorescence
quenching of Trp residues does not suffice to account for
the above observations, revealing the occurrence of confor-
mational changes as well.DISCUSSION
The main consequences of TFE addition on the conforma-
tion of IFABP and D98D can be analyzed from the informa-
tion presented in Figs. 9 and 10. Low concentrations of TFE
(i.e., %15% v/v) brings about hardly any change on the
conformation of IFABP, as attested by the preservation of
secondary structure and the minimal changes in tertiary
structure, evidenced by the CD spectra and the unaffected
fluorescence lmax. The observed 33% reduction in the emis-
sion intensity is a predictable consequence of a general TFE
quenching effect (26,27). For higher cosolvent concentra-
tions, this phenomenon does not suffice to explain the obser-
vations. The onset of turbidity (Fig. 2) and the evolution of
CD signals (Fig. 9, A and C) reveal that further conforma-
tional changes and aggregation occur as well. Particularly
at 25% v/v TFE, the structural rearrangements observed
by CD spectroscopy occur concurrently with significant
decreases in fluorescence intensity and red shift of lmax.
These results, combined with those obtained from Th-T
and CR binding, and from transmission electron microscopy
and optical birefringence (Figs. 6–8), provide support for
the amyloidlike character of the aggregated protein. Within
the range in which aggregation takes place (25–55% v/v
TFE), the invariance of the fluorescence (Fig. 10) and the
similarity of the CD spectra (Fig. 9, A and C) point to
a common conformation for the aggregated species.
Dissociating Stability from Aggregation 1937Interestingly, at 65% v/v TFE the buildup of a helix-rich
form concomitant with loss of the rigid Trp environment
evidences a transition to a molten globule state. In this
condition, the lmax of emission is 9-nm blue-shifted with
respect to unfolded IFABP in 3 M guanidinium hydrochlo-
ride (355 nm, result not shown) and 4-nm blue-shifted with
respect to NATA at 100% v/v TFE. This goes in line with the
existence of a somewhat solvent-occluded (albeit flexible)
environment for Trp-82. Although under this condition the
protein evolves into a form that remains soluble (Fig. 2),
this fact does not preclude the binding of dyes commonly
used for detecting amyloid fiber formation (Fig. 6). In this
regard, it is well known that CR is bound by molten globules
(28). In summary, the 65% v/v TFE condition leads to a non-
aggregating molten globule conformation of IFABP.
The general behavior of D98D resembles that of IFABP,
although the abridged protein exhibits features indicating
a higher conformational plasticity. At variance with the
parent protein, D98D shows a bimodal effect (Fig. 10),
where the cosolvent causes a 1.5-fold increase in the fluores-
cence emission and a 3-nm red shift in lmax with respect to
buffer alone for the range 5–15% v/v before adopting the
expected descending trend. Concurrent with these changes
in fluorescence, intensification of all spectral features in
both far- and near-UV CD takes place, a fact indicative of
structure consolidation.
One should notice that D98D preserves all the critical
residues of the hydrophobic core, i.e., those involved in
the nucleation event leading to the folded state. This goes
in line with the proposed hierarchical folding mechanism
for IFABP ((29); see also Dalessio et al. (25,30)). However,
D98D would be unable to complete the final hydrogen-
bonding step leading to structure consolidation. This
process might lead to a nativelike topology with a compact
hydrophobic core, but endowed with an expanded periphery.
In this scenario, subaggregating amounts of TFE might
favor an increased rigidity of D98D.
Remarkably, lmax and fluorescence intensity of D98D are
very similar to those of IFABP at 25 and 45% v/v TFE
(Fig. 10). In agreement with this evidence, the CD spectra
of both proteins also behave similarly in this range
(Fig. 9). Taken together, these data point to the akin nature
of the final aggregation product. In a fashion similar to
IFABP, at 65% v/v TFE D98D shows the build-up of
a soluble a-helical structure, as attested by the far-UV CD
spectra (Fig. 9). This reveals a transition to a molten globule
conformation, not excluding the ability to bind amyloid-
staining dyes.
As regards the aggregation phenomenon studied at 25%
v/v TFE, for both proteins the observed kinetics can be
explained by a nucleation-elongation mechanism (see
Scheme 1). The first event is a fast equilibrium step, where
TFE induces a conformational rearrangement of the native
protein (P) giving rise to an aggregation-prone state (P*).
The ensuing aggregation process includes the nucleationof the conformationally altered protein into a species P*n
with a defined number n of subunits (n¼ 2 for both proteins
assayed in this article), followed by the growth of the
fibrillar aggregates (F) by the irreversible apposition of
more monomer. This represents a minimal scheme, similar
to that proposed by Watzky and Finke (32).
Given that we avoided stirring of the samples, minimal
effects on this process due to fragmentation of the fibrils
are expected (14). In this scenario, the lag period of the
kinetics is mainly related to the nucleation stage. One can
expect that increasing the protein concentration will favor
the formation of the nucleus, consequently decreasing the
duration of the lag period (Fig. 4 C). The observed depen-
dence of t0 on protein concentration is consistent with the
behavior predicted by a nucleation-elongation mechanism.
After completion of the nucleation stage, aggregate growth
proceeds as a pseudo-first-order reaction, where the concen-
tration of nuclei remains constant (steady-state regime).
Given that the duration of the lag phase and the Alim are
similar for both IFABP and D98D, the main difference
between the proteins is that the abridged variant shows
a relatively reduced rate of aggregation (Fig. 4).
A common tenet in the field is that aggregation in vitro
can be favored by destabilizing the native state of the
protein. There are several examples where the first critical
step in fibrillogenesis is the partial unfolding of the protein
(8,33,34). Due to thermal fluctuations, the average structure
of a globular protein under physiological conditions can be
pictured as a rapidly interconverting mixture of tightly
folded and multiple partially unfolded conformations (i.e.,
conformational breathing), with the former greatly predom-
inating in the population. In this regard, most mutations
associated with accelerated fibrillation and protein deposi-
tion diseases have been shown to destabilize the native
structure in the ensemble, thus increasing the concentration
of partially folded conformers. It has been shown for several
proteins that destabilization of the native globular structure
(e.g., at low or high pH, high temperatures or pressure, low-
to-moderate concentrations of strong denaturants or organic
solvents, etc.) may significantly accelerate the rate of fibril
formation (33).
Contrary to expectation, D98D displays a similar (or even
lower) tendency to aggregate. In agreement with the hierar-
chical folding model proposed for IFABP (29), D98D would
presumably complete most of the stages leading to the
folded state. Thus, by its very nature D98D would constitute
a minimalist model capable of populating conformations
scarcely represented in the ensemble of the full-length
protein (2). In fact, evidence for equilibrium intermediates
in IFABP structurally akin to D98D has already been re-
ported by NMR (35,36). In this context, D98D would
emerge as a useful model to study aggregation propensity
of b-barrel proteins.
Being an abridged form of IFABP able to adopt a native-
like topology, the D98D framework becomes useful forBiophysical Journal 103(9) 1929–1939
1938 Curto et al.interrogating those structural determinants of IFABP related
to aggregation. However, the current view holds that
aggregation propensity might be the function of relatively
short sequences (37). Although peptide 1–28 in the context
of the full structure includes the most flexible regions of the
protein, this characteristic alone does not grant it the ability
to act as a core for aggregation. By itself or in the presence
of D98D, this peptide does not form aggregates (Fig. 3). In
addition, this peptide behaves as an unstructured entity in
isolation, evolving into a helical structure if challenged
with 25 v/v % TFE. Significantly, regardless of the presence
of TFE, the spectrum of the 1:1 mixture of D98D and
peptide 1–28 is indistinguishable from the algebraic sum
of spectra corresponding to each isolated moiety (see
Fig. S4).
Nevertheless, the above mixing experiments do not rule
out the possibility that interactions between the N-terminal
moiety and the main central region might be too weak to be
observed even at the highest peptide and protein concentra-
tions assayed. As a cautionary note, one should be aware
that the overall aggregation propensity of a given construct
may not be only a function of a local amino-acid sequence,
because interactions between different regions might also
play an important role in the process. Because mutations
on the segments implicated in the last event of the hierar-
chical folding scheme have profound effects on the structure
and stability of the constructs (38–40), it cannot be ruled out
that in the context of the protein, unless those residues attain
the precise conformation present in the native form, they
could contribute to the aggregation propensity observed
for the full-length protein. D98D lacks both the N- and
C-terminal stretches, which mutually interact to complete
the last step in the folding of the b-barrel.
Despite leading to a less stable structure, the extensive
truncation yields a folded and flexible form exhibiting
a somewhat lower tendency to aggregate. This paradoxical
finding appears at odds with the notion that the perturbation
of the native compact fold would inescapably populate
aggregation-prone species.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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